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Abstract-Solar mini power plant basically use for
Agriculture purpose & also solar energy is clean and
free to use. We are going to construct a mini solar power
plant which produce the electricity through sun rays and
used for the watering crops. One solar power plant will
supply electricity to the 5-10 farms or more nearer to the
plant. The solar power plant is pollution free and it does
not require more cost for its installation and
maintenance this will be economical to the government
of our country.

Government of India. One solar power plant will supply
1-04 farms nearer to the plant. During load-shedding
periods farmers can take supply from these plans
watered the crops in the farm. It's completely free of cost
to the farmers. Here we allocate a small land for small
power plant with small grid system and provide the
supply to desired farms. Solar energy can be used for
pumping of water in two ways. In direct conversion
scheme, solar energy is directly converted into electricity
using solar cells. This electricity either stored in batteries
or used directly in D.C motors [1].

Keywords: Solar Panel, Microcontroller, Relays, Sun
tracking system, Quota system, GSM, Motor, Battery
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1.

2.

INTRODUCTION

LITERATURE REVIEW

The author says that, “The replacement of diesel- or
grid-powered water pumps with solar energy offers
environmental, economic, and social benefits via climate
change moderation, improved Alimentation, and greater
quality of Life. As a result, India’s government is
recommend solar Pumping technologies via direct
capital
alimony, financing schemes, and legal and
administrative development. Despite such attention, and
while solar pump systems have shown significant
promise, challenges in implementation continue to
anticipate the full realization of environmental,
economic, and social gains. In this paper, we examine
three small-scale system implementation models across
India grant-funded pay-it. Forward systems for
agricultural use in Uttar Pradesh,
grid-tied
sprinkling systemsin Karnataka, and direct to
customer financed systems for salt farming in
Gujarat.[2].
The author says that, “Electrification by mini
hybrid PV-solar energy system for rural, remote and
mountainous/tribal areas”It is need to provide electricity
for domiciliary use to each family in each locality
including remote and tribal belt of each state. This paper

India is an Agriculture country; many people do the
farming in our country. But there is always a problem of
load-shedding during day and night in rural areas this
puts the farmer in trouble and this affects the production
in the farm. In summer this causes a big issue. They are
not able to supply water to the crops, plant in the farms.
If the problem of load-shedding continue then how the
plants will grow without water? This will reduce the
production level in the farm. As we know that food,
clothes and shelter are the basic needs of human beings
and without food no one can survive and to fulfill the
demand of food we have to supply regular water to the
land and to supply the water we need electricity. So mini
solar power plant is the best and unique solution for this
problem to provide the supply to the farmers. This mini
solar power plant solves the problem of load shedding
and increases the production level. As the solar energy is
pollution free and it also not require much cost for its
installation and maintenance and it is a free gift of
nature. This will proved to be economical for the
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3.1 Block Diagram
presents an analysis of power supply using Solar and
Wind hybrid energy in south-west of Rajasthan. This
area includes parts of Baswara, Sirohi, Pali, Jalore,
Barmer
and
Jaisalmer.
There
are
some
mountainous/tribal belts in south-west Rajasthan where
the consistency of population is less than hundred
persons per Sq. kilometre. Geographically this is hilly
area where people live in scattered shelter in mountain
area where it is very costly to supply electricity to each
and every shelter. To enlighten these huts in dark nights
and to provide them Electricity for household use in each
and every session is the goal. Hybrid wind-solar Energy
may be a boon for this area [3].
The one of the author says that, “A. Ali Power
Engineering and Optimization Conference (PEDCO)
2012 IEEE International,” mini-grid power system
optimization formation and economic analysis of solar
powered river water desalination plant for rural
communities and emergency comfort conditions “This
project develops a mini-grid hybrid power system to
provide certain supply of clean water supply for rural
areas and emergency comfort conditions. This formation
process includes the mini-grid power system with
desalination plant and economic analysis for the whole
project life cycle. The mini-grid power supply introduces
solar power as the sole power supply after considering
the geographical conditions of rural areas that make it
not applicable to build transmission line interconnection
with the exiting national grid. Experimental prototypes
of mini-grid desalination plant are developed to verify
the reliability of power and water supply [4].
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Fig 1.- Block diagram of mini solar power plant [5]
Microcontroller is heart of computer on a chip which is
include RAM, ROM and output pins, in the block
diagram all process control the system. Serial driver is
used to support serial communication. It convert the TTL
logic to CMOS logic and vice versa between
microcontroller and GSM. GSM is a device which is
used for message sending and Calling [6].

3. IMPLEMENTATION
Solar Panel:
The fig. 1 shows the implementation of our mini solar
Power plant system. Firstly this device converts the light
into electricity. This generates the electricity through
light and gives it to the battery charging unit. Solar cell
are the building block of Photovoltaic modules,
otherwise known as solar panels.

III. Relay driver section:

II. Microcontroller Section:

Fig 3- 3D View of Relay section

It is used to drive relays. Microcontroller send signal to
the relay driver circuit and relay driver makes the relay
ON / OFF.

Fig 2- 3D View of Microcontroller section
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IV. Sun Tracking System:

4. RESULT

This circuit checks the movement of sun from east to
west to get the light on panel and this signal are send to
microcontroller.

For this we have used the following machineries with the
parameters shown below:DC motor (36W)
Battery (12V, 8A) = 96W
the duration of the battery i.e.
Battery Watt/ motor power (Watt) 96/36 = 2.66 hrs. 2.66
hrs. The time for which the battery will supply the
power. Also we have used 4 solar panels resulting in
500mA or 12V. Therefore the total solar power is
500ma*12V = 6W.

V. Quota System:
In the quota system through the sunlight battery gets
charged upto a certain voltage level. Then the supply is
distributed to the all farm nearer to the power plant
equally with the help of quota system. If the battery
Storage is X volt and the 4 farm are connected to the
power plant then X/4 supply voltage is given to the farm.
If the usage exceed then the supply will be disconnected.
And if any one of them not use then this will be stored
for the use of next day.

Therefore, 6W is the total solar panel power. Battery
Charging time can be concluded by Battery power/ solar
power i.e.96W/6W= 16hrs.Hence, 16hrs will be the time
taken by the battery to fully charge one time. The
following Table 1. Shows the parameter of actual and
practical reading of mini solar power plant system.

VI. GSM:
GSM is a global system for module device which can be
either a mobile or a modem device which can be used to
for communication purpose. A GSM model require sim
card to be operated and operate over a network range
subscribed by the network operator. In this project we
are using this device or modem for the sending a
messages to a farmer and fault indication, if any problem
are found in the system then GSM will send a message
to a farmer. Also we are using serial driver IC for
communication medium between the GSM and
microcontroller [7].

Table 1. Actual & Practical Reading Parameter of Solar
Power Plant System
Parameters
Actual Reading Practical
Reading
Motor output
0.75kW
36W
(120-180V)

VII. MOTOR
Motor it is used for the watering the farm. It is a dc
motor which carrying a near about 1-2ampere current for
pumping.

Battery output

48V 60A

12V 8A

Solar
panel
output
Battery time
Battery
charging time

400-500W

6W

11 hrs.
7.2hrs

2.66 hrs
16hrs

5.

APPLICATION

Some of the application of this project:

VII. BATTERY CHARGING UNIT:

1. The irrigation system in most of the arid agriculture
areas is either dependent upon rain or water pump.
2. Solar mini power plant is used in Agriculture for
water pumping.
3. The solar mini power plant it is use for Saving the
Most of Electricity.
4. The project is used to conserve the wastage of water
and to efficiency manage the amount of watering of
the plant.
6. CONCLUSION

It is a battery overcharging protection circuit. In this
circuit we are use IC LM358 for to check continuously
battery voltage level. This battery charging unit is used
to charge the battery upto 12v as well as it protects
battery from overcharging.
VIII. POWER SUPPLY:
In this project we are using two power supply one supply
is used to drive the motor and another is used for
controller section and other section. In this power supply
we are used IC7805 means voltage regulator which
convert 12V power supply to 5V because controller
work on a 5V power supply and 12v power supply used
for driving the motors.

With this Mini solar power plant integrating power
generation system will be highly effective at all the
places especially in rural areas where the commercial
electricity has not reached or undelivered.
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Fig 5. Actual model of mini solar power plant system
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